CLASS Curriculum Minutes 3/10/14

Present: Dawna Komorosky, Barbara Hall, Henry Gilbert (Acting Chair) Jiansheng Guo (Associated Dean) and Rosalinda Romero (Curriculum Coordinator)

Guests: Christopher Moreman, Chair of the Department of Philosophy and Michael Lee, Faculty member from Geography and Environmental Studies.

Meeting called to order at 12:13 pm.

Approval of the Agenda
Motion: DK
Second: BH
Vote: Approved unanimously

Proposals

GEOG 3320 Food, Culture and Environment- Modification
Motion: DK
Second: BH
Vote: Approved unanimously

PHIL 3332 Philosophy of Science- Modification and PHIL 3344 Science and Religion- New
HG motioned to approve them as package
Motion: DK
Second: BH
Vote: Approved unanimously


Motion: DK
Second: BH
Vote: Approved unanimously

Discussion: Amended catalog description in CRJA 3350 to fit the 40 word requirement, course will be offered as online, hybrid and on ground. CRJA 4530 will be offered on ground and hybrid. Amendments made to both courses regarding the credit restrictions- both courses are to be taken either A-F or Credit/No Credit with the understanding that Criminal Justice majors must take all courses as a letter grade. Also all references to GE were taken out of both courses.

Spring 2014 Meeting Dates
April 14 & 28
May 12 & 26
June 9
Tentative times are 11 am to 12 pm or 12 pm to 1 pm. An email discussion with the missing committee members confirmed the new time of the meetings to be held in MB 1505 at 11 am.

Adjournment called at 12:50 pm